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ALWD Guide to Legal Citation 2021-05-05 p organizing legal citation into 40 thoroughly cogent and
illustrated rules the guide is the ideal coursebook supplement or stand alone reference for
american legal citation students law review staff scholars and practitioners can rely on the
guide 7e to provide precise citation rules for the full spectrum of legal sources consistent with
national standards the clear explanations examples diagrams and quick reference tables in the
guide make teaching and researching legal citation efficient and stress free for all new to the
seventh edition expanded and updated coverage of how to cite to the multitude of e sources that
practitioners and students use when conducting legal research in the real world today including
new and revised component diagrams and examples new appendix helps law review staff writers cross
reference the guide s citation rules with traditional legal citation standards updated and
revised guide rules that are consistent with traditional legal citation standards appendix 5 free
online access to expanded list of periodical titles that can be updated frequently appendix 2
free online access to coverage of local legal citation rules that can be updated frequently
professors and student will benefit from coverage of online media such as e books listservs
forums blogs and social media tips and directions for finding local rules citing to case
reporters statutes legislation and regulations found on e sources academic formatting icons note
differences in citation style between academic legal writing and professional legal writing fast
formats preview and refresh understanding of essential citation components screenshots from
electronic sources and snapshots of actual pages sidebars explain the why of legal citations and
how to avoid common errors sample citation diagrams that illustrate the essential components of
citation construction cross references within each rule connects content in other rules or in the
appendices over 140 subsections with information not found in a traditional legal citation manual
detailed appendices with abbreviations for use in citations and with information not found in
other sources such as peer reviewed local court citation conventions websites and other resources
additional periodicals with full title abbreviations so writers do not have to memorize spacing
rules to assemble abbreviations themselves comprehensive rules for citing federal taxation
materials
The Indigo Book 2017-07-11 this public domain book is an open and compatible implementation of
the uniform system of citation
MLA 英語論文の手引 1998-01-12 本書に記載されているルールは これまでの膨大な数の心理学関係の論文 心理学分野の論文作成に十分な経験を有する編集者や著者 そして出版関係の第一人者と
みなされる識者により集成されたものである したがって publication manualを丁寧に参照すれば 論文を作成する段階で自分の考えや発見が 編集委員会 つまり 心理学分野に関する学識
見識 および経験の十分に備わった読者層 によく知られた受け入れられやすい形式 文体 書式で表現することができる 第5版の内容は基本的に第4版に基づき その方針を踏襲しているが コンピュータなどか
ら利用できる文献や法律関係の文献引用に関する様式を更新するとともに それまで不明であった箇所も明確にした
APA論文作成マニュアル 2004-07-01 this book helps educators foster academic success and college readiness
it demonstrates how to instruct high school students to find process and think about new
information and then synthesize that knowledge when students are able to manage topics of high
interest by choosing their own subject matter they learn how to effectively perform pre
collegiate research through a process that they find fun and rewarding ideal for high school
level teachers and school librarians this book provides a unique holistic approach to guided
inquiry that guides students step by step through the cognitive affective and social processes
involved building critical study skills time management strategies collaboration techniques and
communication and presentation skills a guided inquiry approach to high school research is
derived from a formal research protocol and provides proven techniques and supporting materials
that facilitate the process for permitting students to choose their own topic easily grasping how
to search for information and successfully completing a seemingly daunting research assignment a
process that makes understandings deep and integrative the included detailed project lessons
student handouts and rubrics and assessment tools are the result of many years of classroom
testing and refinement
A Guided Inquiry Approach to High School Research 2013-02-07 research funders in the uk usa and
across europe are implementing data management and sharing policies to maximize openness of data
transparency and accountability of the research they support written by experts from the uk data
archive with over 20 years experience this book gives post graduate students researchers and
research support staff the data management skills required in today s changing research
environment the book features guidance on how to plan your research using a data management
checklist how to format and organize data how to store and transfer data research ethics and
privacy in data sharing and intellectual property rights data strategies for collaborative
research how to publish and cite data how to make use of other people s research data illustrated
with six real life case studies of data use
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Managing and Sharing Research Data 2014-03-01 in bravery or bravado the protection of news
providers in armed conflict nina burri offers the first comprehensive analysis on how
international law protects professional and citizen journalists photographers cameramen and their
support staff during times of war
Bravery or Bravado? The Protection of News Providers in Armed Conflict 2015-06-05 this volume of
advances in library administration and organization takes as its underpinning theme the whole
subject of innovation in library and information services it considers the various types of
innovation through case studies and exemplars both from within the lis sector and other cognate
industries and environments
Innovation in Libraries and Information Services 2016-12-21 to validate their institutional
continuance as a branch of government writes chinua asuzu judges must make sound decisions they
must also articulate and express those decisions efficiently and comprehensibly this book shows
how this book will help judges arbitrators and other decision writers master the art and science
of judicial writing a most welcome guide judicial writing a benchmark for the benchsets a high
yet attainable standard of excellence for writing judicial decisions it will no doubt become the
reference point for judging judges and their judgments chinua asuzu is that uncommon lawyer who
wrote the uncommon law of learned writing his other works includeanatomy of a brief andfair
hearing in nigeria a versatile arbitrator asuzu served as an administrative law judge at the tax
appeal tribunal in nigeria from 2010 to 2016 he is now the senior partner of assizes lawfirm a
team of tax lawyers
Judicial Writing 2016-05-04 since 1979 the crime and justice series has presented a review of the
latest international research providing expertise to enhance the work of sociologists
psychologists criminal lawyers justice scholars and political scientists the series explores a
full range of issues concerning crime its causes and its cures in both the review and the
thematic volumes crime and justice offers an interdisciplinary approach to address core issues in
criminology
Crime and Justice, Volume 50 2022-07-01 early pioneers in management thinking such as henri fayol
and peter drucker conceived of management as a science based professional activity that serves
the greater good today however many organizations are managed by people demonstrating anything
but professionalism resulting in mismanagement of risks as well as a one dimensional focus on
short term results the key thesis in this book is that the quest for professionalism must be
revitalized because the societal costs and damage caused by managerial amateurism are huge the
book is about how to address this grand challenge for example by exploring whether and how a
shared professional purpose and a professional body of knowledge can be developed while most work
in this area has previously focused on management education the quest for professionalism adopts
an inside out approach implying management scholarship is the driving force behind any intrinsic
transformation of the profession at large without management scholars playing an active role in
advancing science based professionalism in the mould of engineering and medicine any attempt to
professionalize management practice is doomed to fail moreover georges romme demonstrates the
professionalization quest has to move away from the idea of management being confined to a few
people at the top toward management as a technology for distributing power and leadership
throughout the organization
The Quest for Professionalism 2016 taxation policy was a central part of the policy debates over
the fiscal cliff given the importance of fiscal issues it is vital for rigorous empirical
research to inform the policy dialogue in keeping with the nber s tradition of carrying out
rigorous but policy relevant research volume 27 of tax policy and the economy offers insights on
a number of key tax policy questions this year s volume features six papers by leading scholars
who examine the tax treatment of tuition at private k 12 schools the potential streamlining of
the federal rules for post secondary financial aid and the use of tax return information in this
process the effect of tax and benefit programs on incentives to work the macroeconomic effects of
fiscal adjustments and the set of factors that contributed to the weakening us fiscal outlook in
the last decade
Visualizing the Invisible 2013-08-22 the field of distributed learning is constantly evolving
online technology provides instructors with the flexibility to offer meaningful instruction to
students who are at a distance or in some cases right on campus but still unable to be physically
present in the classroom this dynamic environment challenges librarians to monitor learn adapt
collaborate and use new technological advances in order to make the best use of techniques to
engage students and improve learning outcomes and success rates distributed learning provides
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evidence based information on a variety of issues surrounding online teaching and learning from
the perspective of librarians includes extensive literature search on distributed learning
provides pedagogy developing content and technology by librarians shows the importance of
collaboration and buy in from all parties involved
Tax Policy and the Economy 2016-10-12 a history of place in the digital age explores the history
and impact of geographic information systems gis and related digital mapping technologies in
humanities research providing a historical and methodological discussion of place in the most
important primary materials which make up the human record including text and artefacts the book
explains how these materials frame form and communicate location in the age of the internet this
leads in to a discussion of how the world wide distorts and skews place amplifying some voices
and reducing others drawing on several connected case studies from the early modern period to the
present day the spatial writings of early modern antiquarians are explored as are the roots of
approaches to place in archaeology and philosophy this forms the basis for a review of place
online through the complex history of the invention of the internet in to the age of the
interactive web and social media by doing so the book explores the key themes of spatial power
and representation which these technologies frame a history of place in the digital age will be
of interest to scholars students and practitioners in a variety of humanities disciplines with an
interest in understanding how technology can help them undertake research on spatial themes it
will be of interest as primary work to historians of technology media and communications
Distributed Learning 2019-02-13 this book on thesis writing for master s and ph d program focuses
on the difficulties students encounter with regard to choosing a guide selecting an appropriate
research title considering the available resources conducting research and ways to overcome the
hardships they face while researching writing and preparing their dissertation for submission
thesis writing is an essential skill that medical and other postgraduates are expected to learn
during their academic career as a mandatory partial requirement in order to receive the master s
degree however at the majority of medical schools writing a thesis is largely based on self
learning which adds to the burden on students due to the tremendous amount of time spent learning
the writing skills in addition to their exhausting clinical and academic work due to the
difficulties faced during the early grooming years and lack of adequate guidance acquiring
writing skills continues to be a daunting task for most students this book addresses these
difficulties and deficiencies and provides comprehensive guidance from selecting the research
title to publishing in a scientific journal
A History of Place in the Digital Age 2018-11-03 advocacy for sqe2 a guide to legal practice is
the first in a new series of books aimed at those preparing for sqe2 providing a comprehensive
overview of everything you need to successfully pass the sqe2 advocacy assessment split into the
two practice sections that candidates may be tested on dispute resolution civil as well as
criminal litigation the book covers the basics of court procedure in both areas so that you fully
understand the role duties and responsibilities of an advocate in line with the requirements of
sqe2 it also tests the competency skills required of an advocate in legal practice such as
planning and organisation drafting legal research presenting a reasoned argument witness handling
observation exercising judgment and the application of knowledge and decision making it also
includes a range of supporting features including in summary sections key practice cases practice
tips practice risks problem based exercises realistic case scenarios self reflection checklist
further supporting materials are also provided on the companion website written by an author with
practice experience and early involvement in the planning and development of the sqe itself this
unique book will be essential reading for any candidate wishing to be fully prepared for their
sqe2 advocacy assessment
Thesis Writing for Master's and Ph.D. Program 2022-08-12 the interdisciplinary uses of
traditional cartographic resources and modern gis tools allow for the analysis and discovery of
information across a wide spectrum of fields a research guide to cartographic resources navigates
the numerous american and canadian cartographic resources available in print and online offering
researchers academics and students with information on how to locate and access the large variety
of resources new and old dozens of different cartographic materials are highlighted and
summarized along with lists of map libraries and geospatial centers and related professional
associations a research guide to cartographic resources consists of 18 chapters two appendices
and a detailed index that includes place names and libraries structured in a manner consistent
with most reference guides including cartographic categories such as atlases dictionaries
gazetteers handbooks maps plans gis data and other related material almost all of the resources
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listed in this guide are categorized by geography down to the county level making efficient work
of the type of material required to meet the information needs of those interested in researching
place specific cartographic related resources additionally this guide will help those interested
in not only developing a comprehensive collection in these subject areas but get an understanding
of what materials are being collected and housed in specific map libraries geospatial centers and
their related websites of particular value are the sections that offer directories of
cartographic and gis libraries as well as comprehensive lists of geospatial datasets down to the
county level this volume combines the traditional and historical collections of cartography with
the modern applications of gis based maps and geospatial datasets
Advocacy for SQE2 2018-09-22 what is the evidence why do you need it how do you evaluate it how
do you use it to make decisions put the evidence to work for your patients become an effective
evidence based practitioner master the knowledge and clinical decision making skills you need to
provide the very best care for your clients based on the evidence step by step you ll learn how
to find read understand critique and apply research evidence in practice
A Research Guide to Cartographic Resources 2016-11-25 an accountable care organization aco is a
healthcare organization characterized by a payment and care delivery model that seeks to tie
provider reimbursements to quality metrics and reductions in the total cost of care for an
assigned group of patients accountable care organizations value metrics and capital formation
explores the historical background and evolution of the aco model as the basis for the
development of the value metrics and capital formation analyses that are foundational to
assessing the current efficacy and capacity for change the book examines the four pillars of
value in the healthcare industry regulatory reimbursement competition and technology in
addressing the value metrics of acos including requirements for capital formation financial
feasibility and economic returns it focuses the discussion of non monetary value on a review of
aspects of population health within the context of such objectives as improved quality outcomes
and access to care explains why acos might be the cost containment and quality improvement answer
the industry has been looking for describes the circumstances and capital structures where acos
represent a sound investment includes a foreword by peter a pavarini esq the book examines the
positive externalities of the aco model including results for third parties outside the basic
construct of the aco contracts shared savings payments it also discusses the potential role and
opportunities for consultants in assisting their provider clients in the consideration
development implementation and operation of an aco
The Evidence-Based Practitioner 2013-06-05 the ultimate editing handbook updated for the digital
age the australian editing handbook has become an industrystandard recommended by the society of
editors and holds aprominent place on the shelves of writers editors and studentsalike authors
elizabeth flann beryl hill and lan wang haveassembled a comprehensive guide to every aspect of
the editingprocess from working with authors and receiving manuscripts toeditorial production
printing and beyond the modern editor must go beyond editing and proofreading andis often tasked
with obtaining permissions sourcing supplementarymaterial and keeping the author on schedule and
on budget thatmeans the editor is also the ultimate mediator of style andpropriety for the piece
acting as gatekeeper between the authorand the public it s a substantial role requiring the
fundamentalknowledge of several different fields to achieve effective results a guide to managing
each aspect of the job the australianediting handbook is an invaluable resource the third
editionincludes updated information about the new challenges that editorsface in the digital age
including editing on screen digital publishing handling ebooks print media versus online
publications the book includes two color printing to make editing markseasier to understand and a
wealth of charts and diagrams thatsimplify complex topics and serve as handy quick checks that
makethis guide the ultimate desk reference for professionals andstudents in the field of editing
writing publishing orjournalism the australian editing handbook 3rd edition isthe industry s
number one resource
Accountable Care Organizations 2014-08-19 the practice of reproducible research presents concrete
examples of how researchers in the data intensive sciences are working to improve the
reproducibility of their research projects in each of the thirty one case studies in this volume
the author or team describes the workflow that they used to complete a real world research
project authors highlight how they utilized particular tools ideas and practices to support
reproducibility emphasizing the very practical how rather than the why or what of conducting
reproducible research part 1 provides an accessible introduction to reproducible research a basic
reproducible research project template and a synthesis of lessons learned from across the thirty
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one case studies parts 2 and 3 focus on the case studies themselves the practice of reproducible
research is an invaluable resource for students and researchers who wish to better understand the
practice of data intensive sciences and learn how to make their own research more reproducible
The Australian Editing Handbook 2018 this is the best textbook about writing an m a thesis
available in the market hsin i liu university of the incarnate word the third edition of how to
write a master s thesis is a comprehensive manual on how to plan and write a five chapter master
s thesis and a great resource for graduate students looking for concrete applied guidance on how
to successfully complete their master s degrees while research methods and statistics courses may
teach students the basic information on how to conduct research putting it all together into a
single project and document can be a challenge author yvonne bui demystifies this process by
integrating the language learned in prerequisite methods and statistics courses into a step by
step guide for developing a student s own thesis or project
The Practice of Reproducible Research 2019-07-31 demystifying scholarly metrics gives librarians
and faculty the confidence to navigate the maze of scholarly metrics identify quality journals in
which to publish and measure the impact of scholarly works both librarians and professors can be
overwhelmed by the bewildering number of scholarly metrics this user friendly book demystifies
them helping librarians become familiar with scholarly metrics and giving them the confidence to
assist faculty at their institutions it also equips faculty authors with the knowledge to
evaluate journals and use metrics to track their scholarly impact several controversies exist in
the scholarly metrics landscape including a disagreement between the proponents of altmetrics and
traditional bibliometrics even more contentious debates are breaking out over predatory journals
and open access publishing authors mark vinyard and jaimie beth colvin who successfully launched
a faculty publishing initiative explain which aspects of metrics are truly essential to grasp and
they place these numbers in context they help readers identify the metrics that are the best fit
for their scholarship and give librarians and professors the tools to make smart decisions in
this changing scholarly metrics landscape
How to Write a Master′s Thesis 2022-02-25 as the second amendment to the u s constitution the
right to bear arms may be considered a founding tenet of american life the expression of that
right however has generated no end of debate the association of guns with injury murder suicide
and accidents has prompted activists and lawmakers alike to propose and pass regulations about
who can buy guns and how they can be used while one segment of the population wants to ban guns
altogether another bristles at any infringement at all in between both extremes are multiple
issues and perspectives that this thought provoking collection of articles examines in depth
media literacy questions and terms are included to help readers further analyze news coverage and
reporting styles
Demystifying Scholarly Metrics 2020-07-15 銃とプール 危ないのはどっち 相撲の力士は八百長なんてしない 学校の先生はインチキなんてしない ヤクの売人がマ
マと住んでるのはなぜ 出会い系サイトの自己紹介はウソ 若手経済学者のホープが 日常生活から裏社会まで ユニークな分析で通念をひっくり返します アメリカに経済学ブームを巻き起こした新しい経済学の書
待望の翻訳
Gun Rights 2006-05-11 intended for both students and practitioners in public administration who
want to communicate more effectively with a variety of audiences this book offers clear easy to
understand guidelines on how to write more clearly concisely and coherently as well as correctly
it covers the basics of good english and applies those basics to general forms such as memos
letters and e mails and more specific forms such as newsletters proposals budget justifications
and rules used in the public sector
ヤバい経済学 2015-01-28 technology trends may come and go but cloud computing technologies have been
gaining consideration in the commercial world due to its ability to provide on demand access to
resources control the software environment and supplement existing systems pervasive cloud
computing technologies future outlooks and interdisciplinary perspectives explores the latest
innovations with cloud computing and the impact of these new models and technologies this book
will present case studies and research on the future of cloud computing technologies and its
ability to increase connectivity of various entities of the world it is an essential resource for
technology practitioners engineers managers and academics aiming to gain the knowledge of these
novel and pervasive technologies
Effective Writing in the Public Sector 2013-10-31 explores the nature of academic enterprises
including why they work the way they do and where such enterprises are headed with the goal of
gaining insights into where change can and will happen this book looks at universities from a
whole enterprise perspective it explores the steady escalation of the costs of higher education
and uses a computational economic model of complex academic enterprises this model includes
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component models of research teaching administration and brand value understanding the
relationships among practices processes structure and ecosystem provides the basis for
transforming academia leveraging its strengths and overcoming its limitations more specifically
this architecture helps the reader understand how various elements of the enterprise system
either enable or hinder other elements of the system all of which are embedded in a complex
behavioral and social ecosystem each topic is explored in terms of the levels of the architecture
at which it primarily functions levers of change within each area are discussed using many
experiences of pursuing such issues in a range of academic enterprises provides a new methodology
by taking a more systems oriented approach to education systems as a whole shows how various
elements of the enterprise system either enable or hinder other elements of the system offers
alternative strategies for transformation of academic enterprises universities as complex
enterprises how academia works why it works these ways and where the university enterprise is
headed is a reference for systems scientists and engineers economists social scientists and
decision makers william b rouse is the alexander crombie humphreys chair within the school of
systems enterprises and director of the center for complex systems and enterprises at stevens
institute of technology hoboken new jersey he is also professor emeritus and former chair of the
school of industrial and systems engineering at the georgia institute of technology atlanta
georgia rouse has written hundreds of articles and book chapters and has authored many books
including most recently modeling and visualization of complex systems and enterprises wiley 2015
Pervasive Cloud Computing Technologies: Future Outlooks and Interdisciplinary Perspectives
2016-06-13 in confronting growing concerns around environmental social and economic issues facing
sports and tourism this collection presents different perspectives to develop new plans for
future needs and problems
Universities as Complex Enterprises 2023-07-05 this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 9th ifip wg 11 11 international conference on trust management ifiptm 2015 held in hamburg
germany in may 2015 the 10 revised full papers and 5 short papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 28 submissions in addition the book contains one invited paper and 5
papers from a special session on trusted cloud ecosystems the papers cover a wide range of topics
including trust and reputation and models thereof the relationship between trust and security
socio technical aspects of trust reputation and privacy trust in the cloud and behavioural models
of trust
Sport and Tourism 2013-02 this interdisciplinary volume provides a critical and multi
disciplinary review of current manufacturing processes practices and policies and broadens our
understanding of production and innovation in the world economy chapters highlight how firms
Code of Federal Regulations 2015-04-29 this is the leading guide to referencing and avoiding
plagiarism covering everything from understanding plagiarism and identifying sources to setting
out quotations and creating a reference list comprehensive and accessible it provides readers
with detailed examples of print and electronic sources business government technical and legal
publications works of art images and much more packed with practical tips and example sources in
both citations and reference lists it makes referencing manageable and easy to follow for
everyone the 11th edition of this bestselling book is an essential resource for anyone doing
original research for written assignments including students teachers authors librarians and non
academic researchers cite them right is also available as an institutional subscription product
cite them right online new to this edition updated examples for all referencing styles to match
the latest referencing standards now covers ieee referencing expanded apa mhra oscola and
vancouver sections advice on how to reference first language texts that are not in english
coverage of even more sources including body art collages musicals sewing patterns snapchat
whatsapp and working papers simplified advice on referencing legal and parliamentary sources
Trust Management IX 2015-04-30 introducing communication research paths of inquiry teaches
students the basics of communication research in an accessible manner by using interesting real
world examples engaging application exercises and up to date resources best selling author donald
treadwell and new co author andrea davis guide readers through the process of conducting
communication research and presenting findings for scholarly professional news media and web
audiences the fourth edition continues to emphasize the internet and social media as topics of
and tools for communication research and incorporates new content on online methodologies
qualitative research critical methodologies and ethics
Handbook of Manufacturing Industries in the World Economy 2019-05-08 grey literature which
includes policy reports technical guidelines and dissertations and theses is produced by many
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actors within aquatic sciences fisheries and aquaculture many hours of research go into producing
these documents often with the purpose of solving particular environmental species or socio
economic problems whilst the nature of the problem tackled by much grey literature is focused on
a specific problem in a specific area its lessons can often be applied to similar problems or
environments around the world what prevents this taking place is that grey literature can be hard
to access due to the way it is produced and stored grey literature can often be stored offline or
on institutional websites where it is difficult to access using internet search engines or
databases
Cite Them Right 2019-07-30 for the promotion of global trading and the reduction of potential
risks the role of international standardization of nanotechnologies has become more and more
important this book gives an overview of the current status of nanotechnology including the
importance of metrology and characterization at the nanoscale international standardization of
nanotechnology and industrial innovation of nano enabled products first the field of
nanometrology nanomaterial standardization and nanomaterial innovation is introduced second major
concepts in analytical measurements are given in order to provide a basis for the reliable and
reproducible characterization of nanomaterials the role of standards organizations are presented
and finally an overview of risk management and the commercial impact of metrology and
standardization for industrial innovations
Introducing Communication Research 2021-09-24 despite increasing awareness the gender pay gap has
yet to close in 2018 women still earned about eighty cents for every dollar men did and that
number changes when factoring in a woman s education level profession and ethnicity these
articles explore the discussion surrounding the gender pay gap and highlight how our
understanding of it has evolved in the past decade beginning with obama s signing of the lilly
ledbetter fair pay act in his first weeks as president and leading to some of the complicated
economics of paid family leave these articles explore the factors that create a gender pay gap
and point to possible solutions
Enabling grey literature discovery to benefit aquatic science, fisheries and aquaculture – 25
September 2019, Terengganu, Malaysia 2013-03 research within the disciplines is designed to help
reference librarians and students studying to become librarians gain that deeper understanding of
disciplinary differences that allows them to comfortably solve information needs rather than
merely responding to questions and practical knowledge about how to work with researchers in a
library setting the book has three chapters that cover the disciplines at the broadest level
humanities social sciences and sciences plus supplemental chapters that focus on associated
disciplines research in history business and engineering research using government sources and
across disciplines interdisciplinary and critical information literacy for the second edition of
research within the disciplines several chapters have been added that together give a broader and
deeper overview of research across all subject areas research practices of creative and
performing artists and of clinical scientists research in international documents research
strategies for foreign language materials and visual literacy across the disciplines major shifts
in technology have been accounted for that have changed how we do research and have expanded the
range of resources available to researchers in all disciplines all of the chapters have been
rewritten or heavily revised this is much more a new book than a new edition
Federal Register 2017-04-10
Metrology and Standardization for Nanotechnology 2018-12-15
The Gender Pay Gap 2014-04-28
Research within the Disciplines
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